Abstract -A calculation of the wall-motion response in thin fdms which combines Walker's dynamic theory with a conservative wall coercive force interaction has been done. The results are compared with recent wall motion data for Permalloy films. The comparison shows that the observed nonlinear response cannot be explained by these two factors alone. A more sophisticated analysis of wall motion in a conservative potential is needed. Relaxation effects may provide an alternate explanation of the nonlinear behavior.
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The origin of the observed nonlinear domain wall-motion in thin films has been a perplexing problem for a number of years. The effect was first observed in the quasi-static mobility experiments of Middelhoek [ l ] and Patton [2] . Several explanations of the nonlinear behavior have been proposed since that time. In his original paper, Middelhoek suggested that due to the rapid rotation of the spins within the domain wall moving at high velocities, the viscous flow approximation might be no longer valid and that such an effect might be the origin of the nonlinear response. Quite recently, Konishi
[3]
and Patton [4] have applied this idea to wall motion in Permalloy films with qualitative success. Shortly after the nonlinear response was reported, a quite different explanation was proposed by Feldtkeller [5] , who was the first to realize the potential importance of coercive force interactions [ 6 ] , [7] and wall contraction [8] in the context of wall motion for Permalloy thin films. Feldtkeller found that coercive force interactions modified the theoretical wall velocity versus field curves in such a way as to be in qualitative agreement with the data of Middlehoek and Patton. He proposed that the agreement could be improved further by including wall contraction in the analysis.
The validity of this conceptually simple coercive force model to explain the nonlinear wall motion in Ni-Fe films has been tacitly assumed in a number of subsequent interpretations of wall motion data Figure 1 shows that for a drive of only a few Oe, the contraction results in a velocity 25% lower than expected from the linear response. In past work on Permalloy, the contraction has generally been neglected at low drives, presumably because it was believed that the large 4nM made only a small tipping of the moment out of its static rotation plane necessary to produce the wall motion, and that a small tipping implied a small negligible contraction. It is precisely because 4rM is large that even the small contraction for wall motion produces a large demagnetizing energy contribution, and hence a large contraction.
COERCIVE FORCE INTERACTIONS
The Walker theory deals specifically with the limit of a zero wall motion coercive force. For wall motion in Permalloy films, the observed coercive force is generally on the order of one Oe or greater, so that velocity field curves fall to Velocity curves would then look exactly the same as before, but with the I/ = 0 intercept at H = H,. Second, for a completely nondissipative or conservative coercive force interaction, the coercive force interaction causes no energy dissipation during wall motion. The wall motion under these circumstances is crudely analogous to a particle moving in a conservative potential distribution. A minimum drive level is required to drive the wall over the peaks in the potential, but no energy is dissipated by the motion. For a given drive field, H > H,, the wall will simply slow down as it goes "up" one side of each hump in the potential and speed up as it slides ''down" the other side.
As pointed out by both Rodbell and Baldwin, wall motion in such a conservative potential will lead to a nonlinear response. This can be seen by examining wall motion where H barely exceeds H,. When the wall reaches the "tops" of the potential, it d l be moving extremely slowly. These periods of very slow motion will have a dominant effect on the average velocity. For H >> H,, the wall kinetic energy will be much greater than any of the potential barriers, and their effect on its motion will be negligible. Feldtkeller incorporated such considerations into the calculation of the wall response by viewing the wall potential in terms of a position dependent driving field Hf ( x ) which ranges -H, < Hf < H,. 
(2) IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON MAGNETICS, SEPTEMBER 1973 and calculating the average wall velocity The integration over distance was conveniently eliminated by describing the distribution of Hf as a probability function p(Hf), so that the final velocity expression becomes subject to H , > H,.
Feldtkeller applied this analysis to a number of simple coercive force distributions and showed that a nonlinear wall motion response similar to that observed experimentally could result. As seen in the previous section, however, the wall contraction alone results in a significant nonlinear response. In order to make a realistic comparison with experiment, it is necessary to include both effects in the analysis simultaneously. This may be easily accomplished by using the Walker wall velocity expression of Eq. (1) rather than the linear response.
The required expression for the average velocity V becomes 1 subject to conditions, H, > H , and (H, + HC)/2rcrM< 1. By utilizing different coercive force distributions p(Hf), explicit velocity curves may be generated for comparison with wall motion data. Three specific cases have been considered: 1) a parabolic potential, so that Hf(x) is a periodic triangular function, and p(Hf) = 1/2Hc for -H, < Hf < H,; 2) a spike distribution with Hf = H,; and 3 ) a sinusoidal potential. The distribution functions for these three cases are as follows.
Case 1 j Uniform Distribution:
Case 2 ) Spike Distribution:
Velocity field curves were calculated for these three distributions (using typical parameters for Permalloy films) by means of a digital computer. Numerical integration subroutines were utilized in cases 1) and 3 ) . 
III. RESULTS AND DISCU'SSION
The results of the computer calculations are shown in the domain wall is essentially of a Niel character, sparsely populated with cross ties, when the Walker theory was strictly applicable to a one-dimensional Bloch wall configuration for an infinite medium.
As evident from the work of Middelhoek
[ 141, among others, it is clear that a Nkel wall in the limit of zero thickness is energetically equivalent to a Bloch wall in bulk. This basic result is alsd evident from the formal treatment in Walker's theory. If the wall distortion angle @ in Walker's theory is referenced to the film normal instead of the wall normal (@ X ~r / 2 at low drive) the spin rotation corresponds to that for a Niel wall. In the limit of zero thickness, the analysis is exactly the same as given by Walker. For a 300 a film thickness, the actual Niel wall is contracted statically due to demagnetizing energy, and it is necessary to replace the wall width in the A, a one-dimensional structure is an extremely good approximation for the spin distribution within the wall.
Thus it appears that N4el wall motion for very thin films represents a nearly ideal situation for analysis. 1) The Walker theory, with a simple wall width adjustment, is applicable to a t least first order. 2) Cross ties do not significantly affect the motion.
3) The wall is essentially one dimensional and exhibits little or none of the flux closure complications evident in thicker films. Figure 2a , b, and c shows calculated velocity curves for the uniform H , distribution, the spike distribution, and the sinusoidal distribution, respectively. Similar characteristics are found in all cases, with slight modifications for the different distributions used. The results show, in addition, the rather poor agreement between the calculated curves and velocity data. While both data and the theory show about the same .degree of nonlinearity, no combination of parameters can yield a quantitative fit over the entire field range of the data. If CY is adjusted to match the data for H near H,, as for the spike distribution and CY = 0.02, the results do not match up a higher fields. If the curves match up at higher fields, as for the uniform distribution and CY = 0.04, the fit is extremely poor at low field. The best overall fit is for the sinusoidal distribution and CY = 0.04, although the theoretical curve is still much too steep at low field. These comparisons are representative of those found for other data on films of different thicknesses.
One particular result of the comparison in Fig. 2 to attain high accuracy and good reproducibility. Hence, the above conclusion is justified.
The validity of this conclusion hinges on the applicability of the Walker theory, with the described alterations, and the simple conservative coercive force model to the data at hand. As already discussed, the Walker analysis along with related considerations of homogeneous one-dimensional walls, etc., seems to be entirely applicable, at least t o first order. Since we are essentially comparing the shapes of the curves by adjusting the damping, the approach appears to be respectable.
The simple conservative coercive force model, on the other hand, may be subject to considerable debate. In terms of the basic wall interactions with inclusions, pits, etc., in thin films, a nonconservative interaction might be much more plausible. The present results certaiqly point in this direction, A nonconservative interaction, however, does not contribute to the nonlinear response, and wall contraction alone is inadequate to account for the observed nonlinear behavior. An alternate mechanism for the nonlinear response may arise from relaxation effects [ 11, [ 31, [4] . This mechanism needs t o be examined in a quantitative manner.
Before the conservative interaction model is completely rejected, however, a more sophisticated analysis of its implications concerning wall motion should be undertaken. In the present analysis, the approach was essentially quasi-static, in which the wall was assumed to adjust instantaneously to its local field environment. From the recent quasi-static velocity experiments with pulse lengths down to 35 nsec and velocities in the IO3 -IO4 cm/sec range [IO], it seems that the average periodicity of any conservative potential which might be present is quite small, on the order of a few thousand A or less. A wall will move this distance in 10 nsec or less, barely time to adjust instantaneously to the local field environment along its path. Even more important, the above indicates that the wall itself is as wide or wider than the wavelength of the conservative potential. Clearly, a more sophisticated analysis is required to treat this situation.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, the following points should be recounted. 1) Ndel wall motion in very thin films (< 300 A) represents a highly suitable situation for the application of one-dimensional wall dynamics in the analysis of the response. that a more sophisticated treatment of this mechanism is also needed before any truly definitive judgment can be made.
